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On Tap
Building the Future

What kind of future are we building?

Fifty years ago, Stewart Brand said in The Whole Earth Catalog, “We are as
gods, we might as well get good at it.” Fifty years later, it’s as good a mantra
for a software developer as you could ask for.

You’re in the future-building business. What kind of future are you building?
Our two lead articles in this month’s PragPub invite you to think deeply about
our tools, our platforms, and ourselves.

David Smith is sure that Augmented Reality is going to change our lives in
the future. But he’s less sure about what that augmented reality will look like
and about how we will create it. Will we build a world in which we are
manipulated by software or one in which we ourselves are augmented? And
will we continue to try to build AR from the outside, or will we develop the
tools to create and modify AR from within, so that we truly understand its
workings and potential?

Daniel Markham looks at the platforms we are building, and he wonders if we
are making the right choices. Should we view the goal of technology to be a
brain extension, helping us to decide what to do and then help us get it done?
Or to be a hand-held power tool, helping us accomplish the things we’ve
already decided to do? Does it make a difference? Are we as gods or are we
building platforms that usurp that role?

David Smith’s idea that we should build software from within is not new: it
was at the heart of Douglas Engelbart’s famous Mother of All Demos fifty years
ago, and was the idea behind Smalltalk’s enabling the developer/user to modify
the system dynamically as it is running. David has been working with Alan
Kay for almost thirty years now on how to make these ideas live again. Mike
revisits that Engelbart demo in the latest installment of his computer history
series.

Our regular contributors are all here this month: Russ Olsen on optimization,
Marcus Blankenship on managing, Antonio Cangiano on tech books, and
John Shade on CEObots. Plus there’s a puzzle! We hope you enjoy this first
PragPub issue of 2019!

Who Did What
writing, editing: Michael Swaine mike@swaine.com

editing, markup: Nancy Groth nancy@swaine.com

customer support, subscriptions: mike@swaine.com

submissions: Michael Swaine mike@swaine.com

extreme curation: BoB Crew
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Swaine’s World
50 Years

by Michael Swaine

No predictions.

On December ninth of last year, the Computer History Museum in Mountain
View, California, held an event in celebration of the 50th anniversary of
Douglas Engelbart’s legendary demonstration at the Fall Joint Computer
Conference in San Francisco's Civic Auditorium in 1968. The demonstration
was titled “A Research Center for Augmenting Human Intellect” and that
was what it was about, but I think it was Steven Levy who called it “the Mother
of All Demos” and that name stuck.

In that 1968 presentation, Doug sat at a cutom-designed console “where he
drove the presentation through their NLS computer residing 30 miles away
in his research lab at Stanford Research Institute (SRI), onto a large projection
screen overhead, flipping seamlessly between his presentation outline and live
demo of features, while members of his research lab video teleconferenced in
from SRI in shared screen mode to demonstrate more of the system.” [Doug
Engelbart Institute]

Tim Berners-Lee was at the recent event, along with Ted Nelson and Brewster
Kahle and Andy van Dam and Christina Engelbart and Vint Cerf and members
of Doug’s team. Doug started something 50 years ago that is still being
developed. He was engaged in discovering — or inventing — how we can use
technology to expand not just the potential of humans but of humanity.
Elsewhere in this issue David Smith and I have a bit more to say about Doug’s
ongoing work, David with considerably more authority than I.

Among other memorable things that happened as 2018 drew to a close, the
founders of Juul became overnight billionaires. As Bloomberg News points
out, Juul is now more valuable than Airbnb or SpaceX. Juul, as you no doubt
know, makes a USB-shaped nicotine delivery device. Smart business model:
rather than trying to develop a product or service that is so engaging that it
becomes addictive, just build a business around a substance that is already
addictive.

The drone phenomenon hit peak annoyingness just before Christmas when
drone sightings shut down London’s Gatwick airport multiple times and
disrupted travel for 100,000 people. Meanwhile AT&T went live with its 5G
service in 12 cities. 5G press release wars promise to be big in 2019, though
5G reality will likely be restricted to big cities for a while. Oops, I told myself
I wasn’t going to make any predictions. So... Happy New Year!
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Technically Awake
What Mad Pursuit?

by Russ Olsen

Reasons not to optimize your code.

I’ve spent a lot of my career teaching people about programming. I’ve taught
everyone from complete technical newbies to old programming hands
everything from structured programming to OO programming to functional
programming to how to use the latest editor.

In the early days, the computers were painfully slow and memory was expensive
and hard to come by. So back then, performance was always at the top of
everyone’s mind. In those days How fast is that? was probably the most frequent
question I heard, second only to Wouldn’t this be faster? and How can we make
this use less memory?

Things are different now. These days a few tens of dollars can get you a solid
gigahertz of processing power and more disk space than you could fill in a
lifetime.

Yes, everything has changed. Except the questions, which remain How fast is
that? and Wouldn’t this be faster? along with How can we make this use less
memory?

And it’s not just beginners: As I write this, a Google search for “software
performance” turns up just over a billion hits. Compare that to the mere 161
million results you get for the much more common activity of “debugging.”

Since we do seem to be fascinated with making our programs faster and sleeker,
it’s not much of a surprise that we look for reasons to do it. So I thought I’d
kick off 2019 by talking about three bad reasons to optimize your code, along
with the single good reason.

You Know There Is a Problem
Our first bad reason for optimizing code has to do with that voice inside your
head. I think we have all been there: You sit down to write or rewrite some
stretch of code and you hear this whisper:

Look at that service call inside a loop inside of another loop.
That has got to be horribly slow.
It’s a problem.
We need to make it faster.
We need to make it use less memory.
We need to make it better.

Generally the voice will go on to tell you that this code is so obviously bad
that there’s no need to run any profiling or other tests. Just fix it.

And before you know it, the afternoon is gone and that feature you were
supposed to build or that bug you were fixing … Well there’s always tomorrow.
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There’re a couple of things wrong with listening to the voice in your head.
The first is that those measurements — the ones that you are skipping over
because you just know — well those are the only way you are going to actually
know if you are really making anything faster or slimmer.

Sure, you could speed up the code or make it use less memory. Or you might
speed the thing up while doubling or tripling the memory usage or vise versa.
It’s called software engineering because what we do is embedded in the real
world, and it turns out that no matter how clever your performance hack is,
Mother Nature may not be impressed.

The other problem with the I-just-know approach to program optimization is
that, at least in my experience, that little voice in your head, the one telling
you that this is the spot in the code where performance matters, is wrong a lot.
In fact, it’s wrong most of the time.

In fact, the little voice inside of my head has a perfect score: It has never, ever
been right in guessing where the performance problems lurk.

But don’t take my word for it: The next time that voice starts whispering in
your head, take a moment and run some tests. And drop me a line if the voice
is correct. The voice in my head could use the encouragement.

Optimizing Is Cool. And Fun.
The next bad reason to do some program optimization is that making programs
run faster and slimmer comes with a lot of perks. There is a lot of software
street cred in being the developer who made the monthly invoicing job run
in less than twelve parsecs.

The person who is squeezing a few extra cycles out of the system also gets to
tisk-tisk other people’s code: You get to say things like: If we had a doubly-linked
list here, we wouldn’t be in this mess. This is usually followed by: But I can clean
it up.

To be clear, I think the majority of software developers are kind and thoughtful
people. But being people, even the best of us are susceptible to the little ego
boost that comes from looking smart.

On top of the ego boost, squeezing more cycles and bytes out of the code can
be fun, at least if you’re into that sort of thing. Personally I love the rush that
comes from building the next feature or adding those extra fields to the
database, but I know there are a lot of you out there who love the puzzle that
program optimization can be.

If you love to play the game of squeezing more out of the code, then great: The
world needs developers with your talents and interests. But keep in mind that
liking to do something is not a great reason for doing it. Or overdoing it.

Fear
The next reason that developers spend too much time and energy trying to
save cycles and bytes is simultaneously the most prevalent and the saddest.

The best summary of this optimizing motivation was voiced by a young
developer that I worked with some years ago. I spent months writing all of this
code, he said. Thousands of lines and it all worked. Except there was this one method
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that turned out to be the production bottleneck. All anybody ever remembers is that
method.

And so my young friend vowed never to write another inefficient line of code
ever again.

For a lot of us there is an even deeper seated basis for paying too much attention
to efficiency: There is something psychologically comforting in keeping that
loop from going around five extra times, much the same comfort you get from
saving the left-overs or turning the lights off when you leave the room. As my
Dad used to remind me twice a day, waste not, want not.

This sort of emotionally driven optimization is understandable. We all take
pride in our work. None of us wants to write the problem bit of code. And the
feeling that you shouldn’t waste stuff, for some definition of stuff, is certainly
common.

But it is all misguided. What I said to my young friend, and what I say now is
this: If you spend months writing thousands of lines of working code, code
that contains one or two or three slow methods, then congratulations, you are
doing it right. Just take the time and energy you saved because you made the
bulk of those thousands of lines clear and simple and apply it to making the
handful of slow methods perform.

It’s Slow and It Matters
Which brings us to the final — and only good reason — to spend time carefully
tuning some bit of code: You do it because you have found a bottleneck and
it actually is a problem.

Here I mean found as in I’ve measured the performance of the system and this bit
here is taking 50 or 60 or 95% of the time. It’s the measuring part that is the key:
When it comes to performance tuning, if you haven’t measured it you don’t
know it: Again, that little voice in your head is not a reliable guide.

The second criterion is as important as the first: the slow or memory-intensive
code needs to actually be a problem. It’s all too easy to spend days making
some part of your system 50% faster only to find out that that part of the system
accounts for 0.001% of the total resources consumed as the code does its thing.
Congratulations, you have now made the system 0.0005% faster.

But if you are faced with an actual measurable performance problem, one that
the people who use, operate, or pay for the system care about, well then have
at it. Revel in the status and fun of being the person who is making it faster,
sleeker. Feel good that you are turning off the computing lights and saving the
cyber leftovers for a good cause. But when you are done, know that you are
done. And go back to writing simple, clear code.

About the Author

Russ has been building software for the last 35 years, everything from engineering document
management to database query engines. Russ has been on a career-long quest to find a better
programming language and was an early adopter of Python, Java, Ruby, and Clojure. Russ is
the author of a number of books on programming, including Getting Clojure [U1] and Eloquent
Ruby, and is a prolific conference speaker.
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External resources referenced in this article:

[U1] https://pragprog.com/book/roclojure/getting-clojure
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New Manager’s Playbook
Programming Meaning

by Marcus Blankenship

What meaning do you take from your job?

There are lots of ideas about what motivates programmers.

Daniel Pink’s wonderful book Drive tells us that Autonomy, Mastery, and
Purpose are motivators of smart people.

Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory of Motivation distinguishes between ‘motivators’
and ‘hygiene factors’. Motivators are factors that increase our motivation, such
as challenge, accomplishment, or growth. Hygiene factors cannot increase our
motivation, but must be present to prevent decreasing our motivation. These
factors that do not motivate us include pay, benefits, and job status — they
can only dissatisfy us.

Leader-Member Exchange Theory research identifies strong correlation between
one’s relationship with their manager and job-satisfaction and job-performance.
Gallup’s State of the American Manager agrees, reporting 50% of survey
respondents say they have left a job “to escape a manager.” Yikes!

I agree with the ideas above, but let’s use a different lens into programmer
motivation: meaning._

What Past Jobs Meant to Me
I used to tell my kids, “If I could afford it, I’d go back to pumping gasoline.”

(The state of Oregon doesn’t trust the general citizen to pump their own gas
- this is reserved for those at the bottom of the pay scale with the least training
- the humble gas attendant. If you attempt to pump your own gas, expect to
be yelled at as though you’d endangered a group of schoolchildren. You’ve
been warned.)

My kids would say. “That’s crazy, dad! You went to college, you’re were
computer programmer, and now you’re a manager. Why would you go back to
that job?”

Why, indeed? Because at the time, pumping gas had a very positive meaning
for me.

At the gas station, the meaning in the job was threefold:

• It met the needs of people right in front of me, which I found enjoyable.
It provided instant ‘help’ to others.

• It provided help to my family, through a steady income.

• I felt as though I was continually accomplishing things (filling cars with
gas) and I immediately got feedback about my performance.

Before college I worked on an assembly line, building electrical transformers.
This job also had a lot of meaning for me, for different reasons.
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On the assembly line, the meaning in the job was:

• It was a semi-skilled job. It made me feel as though I was doing something
with “electronics”, which made me feel smart. I wanted to go into
computers, so felt this work was related to “the computer industry.”

• I worked on a team of people, where teamwork was important. We
depended on each other, and each person did their part. If anyone failed,
we all failed. This was my first experience working in a team.

During college I worked at two jobs: payphone repairman and cashier at a
department store. The payphone job was meaningful, the cashier job was not.
Well, that’s not quite true. The payphone job had positive meaning, but the
cashier job had negative meaning for me.

As a payphone repairman, the meaning was:

• It required training and skill, and made me feel even closer to “the
computer industry”.

• It provided special skills others didn’t have, and knowledge of the deep
inner workings of payphone and the phone company.

• I was an “independent contractor”, which made me feel important and
in control.

• I felt special because I had the keys to payphones, which noone else could
get into.

• I was helping people who needed to make calls, by repairing the phone.
Sometimes I could even offer them a refund when the phone had taken
their money, as they hung around wanting to yell at someone for their
troubles.

The department store cashier job had meaning as well, but it felt negative.

• It was the same store where my father had worked years before — which
made me feel (negatively) about walking in his footsteps.

• It felt “beneath me”, because it wasn’t technical or skilled labor in nature.

• I had to wear a tie — which I hated (and still hate).

Reviewing my work history I can see my job-performance and job-satisfaction
correlate to the personal, positive meaning I made at the job.

Can Meaning Be Manufactured?
Yes, I suspect so, but not by an HR department, or a manger.

I think it must be created by the individual.

Yet, each company I’ve worked at attempted to manufacture meaning for their
workforce. I see this trend continue today, as companies try and provide
employees with a purpose (meaning) which motivates them.

In my past jobs, companies attempted to “manufacture meaning” when I joined,
or though break-room posters.

• Gas station: “We prosecute employee theft.”

• Electrical transformers: “Powering the world.”
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• Payphone company: “Connecting you with the world.”

• Department store: “Our customers are the best.”

None of these resonated with me, and I noticed the harder a company tried
to manufacture meaning for me, the more suspicious I was. At least the Gas
Station’s meaning of “we prosecute employee theft” was clear and honest, and
didn’t bother me at all. :)

Not only is meaning individualized, it’s also topical. After spending 25 years
developing software, a job fixing payphone would likely not make me feel
“closer to the computer industry.” Yes, today I may find a different meaning
in that job which could be just as motivating.

The Lesson for Leaders
I’ve been in countless employee on-boarding sessions, annual all-hands
meetings, and monthly department meetings where someone stood at the front
of the room and told me the meaning of my job. Never, ever have they been
correct about what a job meant to me.

Leaders can take (at least) three lessons from these ideas:

1. Avoid telling others the meaning of the work. Don’t presume that your
company/team/product’s “mission” is the meaning in their jobs. Also,
don’t assume that the meaning you find in your work is the same that
your team finds in theirs.

2. Encourage your engineers to reflect upon, and discuss the meaning they find
in their work. You’ll learn a great deal about the people you work with,
and have tremendous insight into what motivates them.

3. Make your environment safe for people to discuss different meanings for the
same events. The meaning people ascribe to their changes with
circumstance, time, and experience. Make it safe for people to discuss
what their work means to them today, as well as tomorrow.

The remedy? Make discussions about individualized meaning part a regular
agenda item your team. 1:1 meetings and evaluations are a natural fit, but
don’t be afraid to open up the topic in team/department/company meetings.
The more you talk about the meaning of work, the more people will understand
each other, the better they work together. Win-win-win.

Make Your Own List
I’d like to challenge you make your own list of the meanings you see in past
jobs. Consider both positive and negative meaning, and reflect on how the
meanings may have impacted your job-performance and job-satisfaction. I’d
love to hear your stories, so please write me at marcus@marcusblankenship.com.
I reply to every email, I promise.

About the Author

Nearly 20 years ago I made the leap from senior-level hacker to full-on tech lead. Practically
overnight I went from writing code to being in charge of actual human beings.

Without training or guidance, I suddenly had to deliver entire products on time and under
budget, hit huge company goals, and do it all with a smile on my face. I share what I’ve learned
here in PragPub and here [U1].
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The PragPub Puzzle
Happy New Year

An alphabetic sudoku-slash-anagram poser.

IT’S PUZZLE TIME! Here’s this month’s Sudoku/Anagram brain-teaser.

It’s a Sudoku, yes, but with letters. Just use the nine different letters in the grid
to complete it so that every row, column, and small square contains each of
the nine letters. When you solve the sudoku, you can rearrange the nine
distinct letters in it to spell the kind of 2019 we wish for you.

XXXXWUEXX

XDXXOXXXU

XXOXXXWNX

XXXXNXXXE

XRXEXXFXX

XOXXXLXXX

XXRXUXNXX

LXXXXDXXX

XXFXLXXOX
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Why AR Will Win
And Why It Matters How It Will Win

by David Smith

Augmented reality will change us. David has some
ideas about how that can and should happen.

“[M]an is much more than a tool builder ... he is an inventor of universes.” —
Alan Kay, “A Personal Computer for Children of All Ages”

There is a race between the extraordinary and compelling Augmented Realities
– and the necessary and powerful Augmented Human. It is essential that these
be in balance or we will become a slave to the increasingly virtual world we
live in rather than the master of it. We consider here the idea of a truly
Augmented Reality – a digital extension to the world in which we will live
all our future waking hours. A far more important concept is that of the
Augmented Human – our next steps in evolution that will allow us to
understand and control this Augmented Reality and, in turn, the universe.
The Augmented Human is a better you.

What Is AR?
I consider VR (virtual reality) to be a full subset of AR (augmented reality);
a mode if you like. I deeply understand and appreciate the difference between
the two, but I think that it is as irrelevant as trying to draw a line between a
smartphone and an MP3 music player.

I suppose I should give you my definition of what Augmented Reality will be.
It is concise.

AR will be everything your smartphone is today, but it will be visible every
waking second, displaying the world as a living web browser.

This last is important, as it subsumes everything else. Think about how you
use the web on a daily, or sometimes even minute-by-minute basis. Why is
this important? Because AR will be like that but so much more. It will be
amazingly addictive, and as we all know, addicting products are by far the best
market — just ask the cigarette manufacturers.

Imagine an interesting opportunity for distraction every step you take walking
down a city street. I am not just talking about restaurant menus here. You can
query a quaint hotel you are standing beside and view a list of the famous
people that lived … and died there. Interesting that it was once a brothel,
even more interesting how that movie star ended up in a closet. Who was the
architect, what other buildings did he design? When did he die and what from?
What was the Spanish Flu, anyway?

Everything you look at or is near you becomes a trigger for a wonderful
exploration of streams of information and ideas. It will be useful in other ways
too — you can look down through the pavement and see the subway lines and
watch the trains move down the tracks. SimCity comes to life and you and
everyone around you is a Sim. You can query for the closest subway stop, which
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cars are most crowded, are there any sexual predators on the car you are
planning to get on? No problem, you have set your system to automatically
tag people like that — when you do see him, he is painted a bright red and
has a neon sign floating over his head. You can even select his history.

You walk past a car dealership and see a new sedan in the window. You pause
to step into a fully immersive (VR) virtual car seat to explore its interior and
try out a few features (without leaving the sidewalk). Oops, you are alerted
that your red painted guy has just stepped within 100 feet of you. Time to
move on.

Walking through a crowd, you can see Facebook icons pop over the heads of
everyone that is a friend of yours on that service. I am talking about what is
technologically feasible, not necessarily what society will approve of, but who
knows? You see a good-looking person walking your way — cool, you can see
that they are only one degree of separation from you on LinkedIn. You invite
them into your network.

One of the creatures from a game you are playing appears from behind a car.
It sees you and tries to escape, but you corner and capture it.

You get an alert that your video conference is about to start. Walk into the
nearest Starbucks — immediately pick up the coffee you already ordered and
paid for and sit down at an empty table. The other participants soon join you.
Your AR device captures the position of your head, your face and facial
expressions and, of course, where you are looking. Your colleagues look almost
as live as if they were sitting next to you. No one else in the coffee shop even
notices or cares that you are in a conversation with ghosts. One of the
conference participants drops a document onto the table. It is a 3D chart of
the projected growth of the new IoT toaster. The new toaster has just integrated
Alexa, so it can carry on a conversation with you along with the rest of your
other kitchen appliances. You have never met one of your colleagues in person
and are not aware that he has removed a mole from his virtual cheek and has
a virtual nose job.

The hot new app allows you to transform any of your friends into Hollywood
characters, including their voices. You have decided that one of your co-workers
will be Humphrey Bogart, including hat and trench coat. Your boss is Hannibal
Lecter from Silence of the Lambs — it makes everything he says so much more
interesting. The receptionist becomes Rhett Butler — Clark Gable with a sort
of southern accent.

Most of these capabilities already exist in some form — probably on your
smartphone. All of them will exist soon. They are just a bit inconvenient to
access today. That is why you don’t use them every second. You can’t. Yet.

Friction
That sounds like a wonderful world. Why don’t we have it now? When can
we have it?

Today, AR and VR are not great experiences. They are terrible. Current devices
are complex, hard to set up, even harder to use. They are ugly, heavy, and
don’t really do much. They do sort of show what is possible once you finally
get it working, but at the same time, they highlight just how bad the current
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state of the art is. VR games demonstrate the potential of the new medium,
but even there, it is difficult to spend the same amount of time and attention
that you would bring to a screen-based version.

Friction is the barrier that your product must overcome to satisfy the customer.

In marketing, the reverse of Friction is, oddly enough, Stickiness. Today, a
smartphone is incredibly sticky. AR and VR have a great deal of friction to
overcome.

Compare AR and VR to the smartphone in your pocket. AR fails in so many
ways.

Phones are beautiful, sleek, elegant — AR makes you look like an alien Bono
with an umbilical cord. VR is worse, as not only can’t you see the world, the
world sees you with a literal box on your head.

Smartphones are invitingly seductive and like to be touched. The user strokes
their finger across the screen, creating wonderful ripples in their personal
probability pond. Interestingly, phones are quite useless for fine manipulation.
It is very hard to edit a document on the phone — almost impossible to select
between letters in text. That fine manipulation is very important, as we will
see later. AR and VR have pointing rods with almost no haptic feedback at
all — aside from perhaps vibrating. It has none of the compelling qualities of
the smartphone interface and is not even particularly good at gross
manipulation. I know some people do amazing things in VR. Frankly, I am
amazed that they can do that. I can’t. Picasso could draw amazing things in
the air too. But he was Picasso.

Smartphones are relatively inexpensive and self-contained. A great smartphone
costs almost nothing, a high-end one is still amazingly cheap for what you get.
Consider the power it provides when you have it in your hand. You don’t need
to plug anything into it or plug it into anything to use it. It is a complete and
efficient distraction. AR and VR usually require a wire with a hefty, expensive
computer on the other end. There are cheaper alternatives, but there is a
significant gap in capabilities.

Smartphones have so many interesting things you can do with them.
Communicating with your friends, watching videos, playing games. VR and
AR are still emerging markets based on some very flawed hardware. Developers
consider the size of the target market for their apps, and though the smartphone
today boasts billions of users, the user base for VR and AR worlds is in the
relatively inactive millions.

Smartphones are instantly available and invisible. Your phone is in your pocket
or purse. It alerts you that it wants attention and you have it turned on and
in front of your face in just a few seconds. Most people do not remember taking
their phone out to use it. It just magically appears in their hands and takes
over their focus. You never think about using the phone when you are using
the phone – you see through it to the rich world on the other side of the screen.
On the other hand, you have no choice but to think about AR and VR when
you are attempting to use it from the time you set it up, to when you are
engaged and immersed within it to when you try to do anything within it. It
forces you to see the device as much as the world it is trying to present.
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This last is very important. In a way, phones own you more than you own
them. They constantly cry for your attention, and when they have it, they
study you to determine how best to continue to keep you occupied. The phone
is literally using the data it gets from you to figure out how to make itself even
more addicting to you. Now that is a great drug.

If phones are such a powerful force that we can’t resist them or maybe even
live without them, why does AR matter?

Because phones only OWN you. AR is everything a phone is but will BECOME
you.

A Better You
AR has some serious challenges but not one of them is insurmountable. What
would AR devices be like for it to offer a serious challenge to the phone?

Most of all, AR must be friction-free. It must be and will be easier to use than
a phone. You just put it on your head and leave it there – a lightweight pair
of glasses that look just like those you might be wearing today. You no longer
search all your pockets to find it and then swipe your fingerprint or enter a
code or stare deep into the eyes of the phone – the camera – hoping you look
somehow like you did when you got to know it. AR knows when you want it.
It hears you when you speak. It knows what you are looking at. So be good for
goodness sake. It will seem like you just think something, and it immediately
appears. That is an invisible interface. Your phone is a boat anchor compared
to AR done right.

AR must do everything a phone does now. AR devices will be phones — or
at least a seamless extension of them. In turn, Will Wright pointed out that
technology is an extension of the human body. If somebody hits your car, you
don’t say that “my car was hit.” You say, “someone hit me while I was driving.”
The car becomes “me,” an extension of your body. Your phone is an extension
and a reflection of you in the same way, but AR is far more intimate and
compelling. It is you.

AR must look cool. Or it must be worn by someone that is cool so that you
think it is OK to wear it too. We are so shallow. It also needs to be lightweight,
as well as cool (as in temperature).

Noun: Synergism
1. The interaction or cooperation of two or more organizations, substances,
or other agents to produce a combined effect greater than the sum of their
separate effects.

When AR is really great, and it will be, you are going to put on your AR device
in the morning and wear it all day long. It will be like hearing aids or dentures
— or glasses. Indeed, normal glasses (and in-the-eye glasses from cataract
surgery) augment your vision so that you can see the real world. Without them,
you are blind, if not totally, to a debilitating degree. The same thing is true of
a light bulb in a closed room. Nothing is visible until you turn the light on.
As Marshall McLuhan says: “a light bulb creates an environment by its mere
presence.” Does the room exist without the bulb? Yes, but you could not see
it, and would have a great deal of trouble interacting with it. But you never
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think about technologies like a light switch — they are friction-free and have
disappeared in a sense, though indeed they redefined what you are at a
fundamental level. The digital world already exists — and is as much a part
of our existence as the physical, but we are quite blind to it. We see glimpses
of it in our offices and labs every once in a while, (at least I get to), and there
is no question that the virtual light will soon be turned on. And just like with
our glasses and light bulbs, the medium will seem to disappear, but in fact will
redefine what we are.

This thing is far stickier than a phone. It is going to be the fusion of man and
the Internet. The line between the two is about to be erased. And it is going
to be glorious — and terrible.

The Bus or the Bulldozer
Though it is rare that you use a computer to think, you never use a phone that
way. You are a consumer of information, not a creator. Part of this is due to
the phone’s limitations. You simply can’t be truly creative as a human today
without fine manipulation. The phone interface is designed around gross
manipulation because touch screens don’t allow you to easily specify a touch
point — it is a touch area. This means the interaction targets on the phone
must be larger to accommodate the gross manipulation that you can do with
it. Without fine manipulation, it is very difficult to create, but virtually
impossible to edit anything interesting. The vast majority of effort in creating
anything interesting is in the editing, re-working, re-thinking. Things that
you just can’t do with a phone. This doesn’t mean it is impossible — we are
often impressed by some beautiful work that was created completely on a
phone. Impressed not because the creative effort is better — but because it
could be created and completed that way at all.

That limitation in creativity is partially due to the inherent limitations of the
design of the smartphone. It has a small screen and you have big fingers. But
the display itself is small, which means that you don’t really have the room to
express yourself if you wanted to. Real artists need room.

What is quite interesting is that this limitation became something of a feature
— as far as the phone manufacturers saw it. The phone is not a very good
creative device. However, it is an amazing consumer device. Consuming has
two parts. Select what to consume — then consume it. We don’t need a
particularly fine interface for that. More problematical was Apple Computer’s
decision to enshrine this “feature” and to not allow any kind of programming
environment on their phones at all. In fact, Scratch — a block programming
language designed for children that works great on a phone — was blocked
from the app store for many years until recently. This was an attempt to enforce
the consumer nature of the device, and it succeeded.

Phones are designed around the idea that you are a consumer of information
and ideas. You can control where you go, but you can’t go anywhere that the
phone hasn’t already anticipated. This is like getting on a bus. If you already
know where you want to go, this is a convenient and fast way to travel there.

However, you can’t take the bus to someplace that is new and unexplored. For
that, you need a more refined and powerful set of tools. You are better off with
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a bulldozer, something that is responsive to new ideas and lets you go anywhere
you want. There are no barriers, except your imagination.

That is the true promise of AR — assuming it can escape the challenge of
gross manipulation versus fine manipulation.

Amplifiers
Why is it necessary to use AR and VR as creative platforms? How do we ensure
that the human is empowered to extend, explore and share their ideas and
their worlds? How do we amplify the properties that define humans as creative
tool builders?

First, we can’t really understand how AR should work until we can create and
modify the AR system from within it. It must be a creative amplifier. Our
creations extend the capabilities of the system which then allows us to create
something even better. The problem of AR today is that it is being built from
the outside – like a ship in a bottle, with the intent that it can then be launched
and won’t sink. It might be beautiful indeed, but you are coming at it from the
wrong direction. Instead, we need to launch a raft with just enough capabilities
so that we can design a ship as we learn to navigate the ocean. We will design
the right kind of ship because it is the one we will be living on. We need to
invent the VR and AR interfaces from within it and as we use it. This is not
a new idea – it was the foundation of what Doug Engelbart demonstrated 50
years ago, create tools that allow you to create even better tools. Xerox Parc
created the modern UI for computers and phones from within Smalltalk.
Smalltalk allows the developer to reinvent every aspect of the system, from
the foundational operating environment underneath to the actual widgets
that the user can manipulate. Almost everything you use on a modern computer
or phone was invented at Xerox in this way. I believe it is the only way to
create a truly new and powerful platform. Will Wright describes it this way:

“We now, with these little micro-worlds, have the ability to basically externalize
what is in our imagination and share it with other people. You know, it used
to be that you had to have a very rich skill set, like you had to be a fine artist
to do that — you know, to paint something in your imagination and then
share it with other people. But now with these tools, the creative leverage
they give us, average, casual game players have the ability to externalize, create
things out of their imagination, share it with other players, and actually have
these shared imaginary worlds. And so I think that’s one of the examples of
the computer giving creative leverage — a creative amplifier.”

Second, we need a vehicle to amplify our intelligence, both individually and
collectively. Humanity is in a race with itself to determine its fate. We may
be losing this race. We need to provide the right side with an unfair advantage
that it very seriously lacks today. We may not be able to get there from here,
at least not directly. Doug Engelbart demonstrated a new starting line in this
race 50 years ago. He not only showed many of the foundations of human
computer interface that we now take for granted, he also provided us with a
new perspective on what the computer could really mean as an extension of
a human. This was not an accident, but a pre-planned intentional act to
redefine the nature of how the computer and human engage to become
something greater than their parts. A synergism that defines the symbiont.
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Even more spectacular was how he harnessed the newly empowered symbiont
to include other humans, equally empowered with these technologies, so that
they could collaborate to explore and create even greater things. His goal
wasn’t to merely amplify the intelligence of a human — he intended to amplify
the intelligence of humanity. For AR to truly shine, we must also look at it as
a fundamentally disruptive event. AR isn’t a better phone, though the first
popular versions of it will likely embrace that approach. They will be the first
demonstration of what Augmented Reality has in store for us — for better and
worse. We need something far more powerful — a tool that allows us to think,
explore, and create new tools that amplify our intelligence even more.
Engelbart’s tricycle is a great analogy to the problem. Extending the phone
into AR, with its inherent limitations and biases, is like improving the
capabilities of a tricycle. The new tricycle will be based on user feedback and
will be a very compelling product, very stable and safe. It offers an awesome
user experience, and is what everyone thinks they want. But that process will
never result in a bicycle, a far more powerful product that dramatically
multiplies its users’ speed. This is a disruptive product and requires what
Clayton Christensen referred to as “discontinuous” innovation. Apple used
to refer to the Macintosh as a Bicycle for the Mind — and indeed, the
Macintosh provided many of us with an incredible vehicle to construct new
realities with. The Mac was NOT a better Apple ][. It was a very new thing.
Our challenge is to ensure AR is done right.

Third, we need an intention amplifier. We need a new approach to user
interaction in the 3D world that provides us with the free-form gross gestures
that we have, but also the fine control that we get with the mouse, another
Engelbart invention. The mouse was not an accidental design — Engelbart
explored many alternatives for interfacing with the computer. The mouse was
significantly better. The mouse amplifies the user’s actions while retaining
control. Even on a large, multi-foot display like the one I am using, I can move
my mouse from one side of the screen to the other and still be able to place
the cursor between two letters to edit this document. The mouse amplified
my reach but maintained the necessary fine control.

We have far better sensors than Engelbart had in his day. An equivalent to
the mouse is certainly within reach. The body and hand are obvious targets
for enhancement, but it is a mistake to simply project the body’s motion into
the 3D world. Great user interfaces are invisible. The user thinks about what
they want and the necessary actions to accomplish it occur. You don’t think
about using a mouse – you think about what you want to be true. The best
interfaces for AR will be based upon eye-tracking and voice. Hands, finger
motions and gestures will aid that interface in the way meta keys aid the
keyboardist, but these will be exceptions.

Fourth, we need a control amplifier. Facebook and Google make money by
aggregating large amounts of attention and selling it to the highest bidder.
Further, they train, or allow others to train the users to desire certain things.
The main goals of machine learning on these platforms is to understand what
people want and to then provide it to them. We see an almost real-time morph
into these machine learning systems exploiting a user’s weakness to train them
in what they might desire. Manipulating human behavior is a game, and
Machine Learning systems are extremely good at games. The alternative is
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that the machine learning systems be harnessed to enable the individual user’s
creativity and exploration. It should be a full partner in engaging, constructing
and exploring new virtual universes. It needs to become another vehicle for
fine manipulation by the user, an even sharper blade for our bulldozer enabling
us to drive anywhere we want.

As I said at the outset, we are in a race between the extraordinary, compelling
and addicting augmented realities – and the necessary and powerful augmented
human. It is essential that these be in balance or humanity will become a slave
to the increasingly virtual world we live in rather than the master of it.
Augmented Reality is the place where we will live all our future waking hours.
The “real” world as we know it will still be the digital world will co-exist and
be mixed-in with it and be just as relevant as a light switch in a dark room is
today. The digital world exists – you just can’t see it yet. The Augmented
Human is our next step in evolution. We will understand, control, and extend
this augmented reality and, in turn, the universe. We are about to turn on the
light.
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The Platform is the Enemy
We’re All Going to Die

by Daniel Markham

What is the goal of technology, anyway? Has
anybody ever clearly stated it?

The premise of the movie “Idiocracy” is simple: in the future, mankind has
de-evolved into morons. Technology does so much for everybody that nobody
knows how it all works anymore. If we can’t fix it, we’re all going to die.

One character asks the other what he likes. The answer is: money.

“I can’t believe you like money too!” the first character says without irony.
“We should hang out!”

The gag here is that, of course, most everybody likes money. If you reduce all
of your life enough, it’s just food, sex, money, and looking cool. But who would
want to do that? Over the centuries, humans have created massively complex
societies because everybody has different things they like doing and thinking
about, but all of that complexity can be reduced to, well, an idiocracy if you
try hard enough.

The movie, however, is just a joke, right? We would never allow that to happen,
of course, because that’s not the goal of technology. Technology’s goal is to
make us better, not dumber.

Wait one. Is that true? What is the goal of technology, anyway? Has anybody
ever clearly stated it?

Recently I’ve heard two goals:

1. The goal of technology is to become a brain extension, helping you to
decide what to do and then helping you get it done.

2. The goal of technology is to become a hand-held power tool, helping
you accomplish the things you’ve already decided to do.

That’s not the same thing. It turns out the difference is critical.

The old goal was much simpler: make something people want. I like that goal!
It boils down the job of creating technology to the most important parts, need
and ability. But was that sustainable? At the end of the day, don’t we always
end up making some combination of stuff that either helps us make decisions
or helps us implement decisions we’ve already made? And aren’t the two
fundamentally incompatible in a future society?

Yelp tells you which restaurant to go to. Your GPS automatically takes you
there. These are not just different problems, they’re different kinds of problems.
Getting from point A to point B is a matter of math and geometry. Which
restaurant is the best tonight? You could spend hours debating that with friends.

If you reduce anything down enough it becomes idiotic. Each piece of
technology we deploy can have the goal of helping us do what we’ve already
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decided or helping us decide what to do. The first option leaves the thinking
up to us. The second option “helps” us think.

You like money too? Wow! I like money! We should hang out!

Human brains are not computers. Brains are designed to help us survive and
pass on our genes using the minimum amount of energy available. If the GPS
takes me where I’m going, I don’t need to know how to use maps anymore. So
I stop knowing how to use maps. Dump those neurons, they’re not needed. If
Yelp picks the restaurants for me enough, I stop having nuanced preferences
about restaurants. That energy expenditure is no longer needed for survival
and reproduction. Dump those neurons. Over time people stop caring about
the tiny details of what the difference is between a good and a great restaurant.
Yelp handles that.

For some folks, who cares? It’s food. Go eat it. For other folks, picking the right
place can be a serious undertaking, worthy of heavy thought and consideration.
But if over the years apps like Yelp boil all of that down to four or five stars,
then our collective brain is not going to bother with it. Human brains are not
computers. If computers do the work for us, we turn off those neurons and save
energy.

Meanwhile, on social media there’s currently this huge discussion. One bunch
of folks says that social media is being overbearing in its censorship of fringe
and sometimes hateful opinions. The other bunch of folks says social media is
a festering sore full of people who are ugly, hateful, and abusive to those weakest
among us. The community has to set standards.

There doesn’t have to be a right and wrong here. I think the crucial thing to
understand is that both sides can be entirely correct. We are dealing with the
same kind of question.

All three of these topics — whether humanity is becoming idiots or not, what
the ultimate goal of technology is or should be, and how social media should
work — are intricately related. They’re related because of this: the platform is
the enemy.

The minute we create a platform for something, whether it’s rating movies,
tracking projects, or chatting with friends about work, as that platform takes
over mindshare, the assumption becomes that this is a solved problem.

The telephone was great. Once we had the telephone, people didn’t have to
worry about how to talk to people far away anymore. Just pick up the phone.
Solved problem.

Facebook is great. Once we had Facebook, people didn’t have to worry about
how to interact with their friends in a social setting anymore. Just click on the
little FB notification (which seems to be always flashing for some reason to
get my attention). Solved problem?

But these are entirely different things! With the phone, I know who I want
to call and why. I push buttons and we are connected. The tech helps me do
what I’ve already decided to do. With Facebook, on the other hand, they get
paid to show me things in a certain order. The premise is that I’m waiting (or
“exploring” if you prefer) until I find something to interact with. The phone
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is a tool for me to use. I am the tool Facebook is using. I am no longer acting.
I am reacting.

And even if they weren’t paid, interacting with friends socially is an extremely
complex affair. What kind of mood are they in? What’s their life history? What
things are bad to bring up? How does their body language look? Facebook’s
gimmick is “Hey, we’ve reduced all of this to bits and bytes, and we’ll even
show you what bits and bytes to look at next!”

Solved problem.

Many, many people do not use the internet, the internet uses them. And this
percentage is constantly growing.

Just like the restaurant example, maybe that’s fine. I have friends, I have
opinions, who cares? It’s all idle chat anyway.

That logic can be true for a bunch of things, but can’t be true for everything.
Otherwise, at some point 100 years from now, we’re comparing our life values
and end up saying something like “I like money too.” Everything can’t all be
reduced down to the lowest common denominator. If it does, we all die.

Life is not a bit or byte, a number to be optimized. It’s meaning we define
ourselves, in ways we should not quantize.

Platforms, by their very nature, constantly send out the subtle message: This
is a solved problem. No further effort on your part is required here. No thinking
needed. Platforms resist change. They resist their own evolution by subtly
poisoning the discussion before it even starts.

Are restaurant choices more or less important than which movie to watch
tonight? There’s no right or wrong answer to these questions. We have nice
categories like restaurants and movies because currently people consider those
things to be different kinds of choices. But why? If the algorithm is king, why
shouldn’t an algorithm determine both of those things for me? And if it does,
why should I bother with worrying about which category is which?

Human brains are not computers. Let the platform decide. Energy not needed.
Dump those neurons.

This is the more important point. It’s not that the platforms turn what might
be complex things into simple numbers, or even that they monetize attention.
It’s that by turning everything into numbers, over time they destroy the
distinction between the categories entirely. Platforms are the enemy because
they resist analysis in the areas they dominate.

Platforms turn into settled fact things that should be open for debate, like
whether or not Taco Bell is a Mexican restaurant, or whether Milo is an artist
with something useful to tell us. (I’m going with “no” and “no” for both of
these.) More dangerously, they do the work of deciding what categories various
things go into. This category over here is important. That category over there
is not. We all make these decisions, and they’re all different, and the categories
each of us pays careful attention to and loves obsessing about are all different,
and because we all have different viewpoints and priorities, humankind
advances in thousands of directions simultaneously. We survive. We evolve.
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Twitter has to decide whether PERSON_X can speak or not because on the
Twitter platform, that question has to have a yes or no answer based on the
person. Twitter’s category for deciding who can speak is “who is that?” Is that
the right category for social conversations? For political conversations? For
conversations about philosophy? Math? Who knows? Who cares? Twitter has
decided. Solved problem.

Everybody has different things they like doing and thinking about. Different
conversations and audiences have different criteria. Some problems should
never be solved. Or rather more directly, some problems should never have a
universal answer.

An aside: We see the same thing in programming. One bunch of folks creates
various platforms in order to do the thinking for another bunch of folks.
Sometimes these platforms take off and become industry standards. That’s
quite rare, however. Most of the time we end up training morons who can
weakly code against the platform but can’t reason effectively about the
underlying architecture or reason for the platform to exist in the first place.
In our desire to help, we harm the very people we’re trying to assist — by subtly
giving them the impression that this is a solved problem. Programmers are just
a decade or so ahead of the rest of us.

Popular platforms aren’t just a danger economically because they control
commerce. They’re not just a danger politically because they selectively control
and amplify political discourse. They’re an extinction-level, existential danger
to humans because they prevent people from seriously considering what kinds
of categories are important in each of their lives. They resist their own analysis
and over time make people dumber. Right now we’re skating through the
danger because we’re harvesting people from less-advanced countries to do
our hard-thinking for us. That window is quickly drawing to a close.

AI isn’t a clear and present danger to our species because we’re going to end
up fighting the robots like in Terminator. AI is a clear and present danger to
our species because it might end up doing exactly what some of us want it to
do: become a brain extension.

If we can’t fix this, we’re all going to die.

The Idiocracy starts here. It starts now.
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Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer
A Moment in the History of the
Computer: the Graphical User Interface

by Michael Swaine

In this latest installment in his computer history
series, Mike discusses the graphical user interface.

This series on the history of the personal computer takes a light approach,
including fictional scenes meant to put you in the moment. Fictionalized might
be a more accurate description: in some cases the scene is consistent with what
might have happened, and in other cases the scene represents an actual
conversation that took place between the individuals, but with dialogue that
I improvised based on what I know.

At the Fall Joint Computer Conference (FJCC) in San Francisco in 1968,
Douglas Engelbart walked onto the stage where an elaborate collection of
equipment had been set up. He put on headphones, clipped on a microphone,
and sat down in front of a computer monitor surrounded by other obscure
devices. A large screen dominated the wall behind him. Thus began what is
invariably referred to as “the Mother of All Demos.”

In 1968 more people communicated with computers by means of decks of
punched cards or teletype machines than through detached keyboards and
CRT screens. And nobody was controlling the point of focus on the screen
by sliding a little device around on the desktop. This “mouse” was something
Engelbart had invented.

His demo employed futuristic technology, but it was really about managing
information. The fortunate attendees got a glimpse of how information
processing could work — a glimpse far into the future, as it turned out. The
attendees saw on the screen electronic documents being reorganized and
examined in different ways at a click of the mouse. Lines of text expanded
into bullet lists then retreated. A click on a word in a document could bring
up another related document. A couple more clicks and two documents were
displayed side-by side for comparison in a split-screen display.

The microphone and headphones came into play when Engelbart connected
with an assistant at a remote location.

Scene: San Francisco, 1968
Hi! I need to know what terminal you’re on, Bill.

Thirteen.

Okay, I’d like to have him see my text and so, this special thing if I label 13
will switch over, so on his display he sees my text. So I’ll execute it and sure
enough it does. But what’s that running around?

Well, if he’s looking at my text, he’d like to have something to say about it,
so we put on a marker, a tracking spot that he controls, so he is sitting in Menlo
Park, looking at this text and he can point to it.
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We’re both looking at the same display, and we can talk to each other and
point and maybe later, I can hand you the chalk on this black board like saying,
“Here, you control it.”

Hi, Bill. Now we’re connected, you can see my work, you can point at it and
I can see your face, we can talk. So let’s do some collaborating.

Soon, Engelbart and the assistant were collaborating on the editing of a
document on the screen, each of them in turn taking control of the document
and making changes visible in real time to both of them.

The presentation was a big hit. Engelbart had demonstrated a new way of
thinking about computers and human interaction, showing innovative ways
of displaying information beyond mere lines of text. And he presented
communication and a key capability of a computer. His ideas inspired many
developers, particularly some people who would go to work for a new division
of Xerox in Silicon Valley, near Stanford.

Xerox PARC
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, or PARC, was launched in 1970 as a Xerox
research arm. It was deliberately located close to Stanford, the nexus of so
much creativity; and underscoring how important this connection was to
Xerox, the center’s name included the name of Stanford’s home town. Xerox
PARC pioneered a lot of technologies, but in particular they adopted
Engelbart’s ideas and set to work realizing them.

PARC hired programmers and engineers with big ideas. It was run more like
a university research program than a company, sharing ideas in a spirit that
owed much to the hobbyist community it was close to. Alan Kay, one of the
researchers, had a cardboard model on his desk of his dream computer,
Dynabook, small enough to fit in a bookbag, but fully capable. He was intent
on making it a reality. Meanwhile, he came up with a powerful programming
language called Smalltalk, and an entire development environment that
introduced ideas central to the Graphical User Interface, in which users interact
with programs using the mouse and visual icons, and files are presented visually
in visual folders. Bob Metcalf created a robust method for networking computers
together that he called Ethernet. PARC research projects were not required
to be product-related, but researchers themselves wanted to put their inventions
out there. This enthusiasm may have led to more sharing than was in Xerox’s
interest.

Not that PARC didn’t produce products. In 1974, they pulled together many
of these technologies in an innovative and expensive computer called the
Alto. It was built around the Smalltalk language, the mouse, and Metcalf’s
Ethernet, which let multiple Altos in an office be connected in what Xerox
call the “office of the future.” The Alto was unlike anything else then available,
but it was priced like a minicomputer, and only sold about 2000 units, many
to government agencies, like the House of Representatives, which used Altos
to maintain and print the Congressional Record.

Xerox tried again with what was intended to be a true commercial product,
the Star, in 1981. Again, they priced it out of the existing personal computer
market, and the Star was not a commercial success. But by this time, many of
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the key people had left, believing in the technology but frustrated by Xerox’s
slowness and failure to understand the market.

And worse, two years earlier they had given all their jewels to a competitor.

Scene: Palo Alto, 1973
A researcher at Stanford, Adele Goldberg signed on at Xerox PARC in 1973
and worked her way up to being the manager of the System Concepts
Laboratory. One day her boss told her that Steve Jobs had complained to him
about her. The conversation may have gone something like this:

Boss: He says he asked for a tour and you refused him.

Goldberg: He didn’t ask, he demanded.

Boss: Yeah, that sounds like Jobs. What does he want to see?

Goldberg: Everything. Smalltalk, the Alto, the whole show Dan and Larry put
on.

Boss: As you say, they do put on that show. We’ve done it for Al Gore, Adele.
We can do it for Steve Jobs.

Goldberg: Fine. If it’s your decision to give away the kitchen sink to a computer
company, that’s what we’ll do. I just think it’s a terrible idea.

Apple at this time had several projects underway. The Apple ][ was getting
long in the tooth, though it still brought in plenty of money. It was the
company’s first product — the Apple 1 was sold to fellow hobbyists before
Apple had really become a company. The original Apple 1 circuit board was
framed and hung in the Apple offices, labeled “Our Founder.” The Apple ][
had been the making of the company. But Wozniak had designed the Apple
][ around the cheapest microprocessor he could find, and there were more
capable CPU chips available now. Also, the Apple ][ had been designed with
programmers and game players in mind — which is to say, Woz designed it
for himself. Apple management was intent now on building a machine for the
business community. It had done so, in fact, with a product called the Apple
III. But while the Apple ][ had been designed entirely by one extraordinary
mind, the Apple III was a committee design, and when it was released, it was
found to have a lot of problems.

While Apple was scrambling to fix the problems with the Apple III, two other
computer projects were underway, run by different engineers. The Lisa, with
software designed under the direction of Bill Atkinson, was to be a high-end,
expensive business machine, while the Macintosh, headed up by Jef Raskin,
was to be small, simple, easy to use.

Both projects were completely redirected as a result of a trip Steve Jobs and
some engineers took to Xerox PARC.

Ironically, it was Raskin who made the connection. Few others at Apple had
any idea what was going on at PARC, including Jobs. But Raskin understood
that they were doing something interesting, and got Atkinson to convince
Jobs to go see.

Dan Ingalls and Larry Tesler conducted the tour, showing off the Smalltalk
language, the mouse, the Graphical User Interface. It was a dazzling show.
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When Jobs asked why text scrolling wasn’t smooth, Ingalls made the change
on the fly. At one point he rotated the CRT ninety degrees and the display
on the screen adjusted itself automatically to this new orientation. For PARC,
there was nothing particularly unusual in this demo. PARC had given similar
tours to others, including Herbie Hancock and Al Gore. Alan Kay had written
an article about their work for Scientific American magazine. Most of those
other visitors, though, had not been engineers or computer company founders.

Some of the PARC team, especially Adele Goldberg, thought it was a terrible
idea to share this information with a computer company. Jobs and his team
didn’t see any code and they weren’t shown how PARC achieved its effects,
but they did see the end result, and they were blown away. PARC was inventing
the future of computing. This, Jobs decided on the spot, is what we need to
be doing.

Back at Apple, he redirected work on the Lisa — and subsequently on the
Macintosh — toward the PARC model. He hired PARC engineers. He told
existing Apple engineers that if they were still working on the Apple ][ or
Apple III, they were losers. The Lisa, or later the Macintosh, was the future.
He set up a skunkworks in a separate building so the Mac developers wouldn’t
have to interact with those losers. They were pirates, Jobs told them, and it’s
better to be pirates than to join the navy.

Jobs had missed the real depth of the work at PARC, seeing only the surface,
the user interface. But that in itself was revolutionary. When the Macintosh
was released on January 24, 1984, it really did redefine personal computing.
The graphical user interface was clearly more accessible to the average person
than the command-line interfaces of personal computers up to that point.

Meanwhile, Microsoft was at work cloning the Mac interface. Microsoft
programmers had been given advance access to the Macintosh development
process. Apple wanted to launch the Mac with some major third-party software
already available, and by now, Microsoft was the heaviest hitter in software.
Giving them early access meant that they could get supporting products out
early. It also meant that they would learn how to create their own version of
the Mac interface. Or properly, the PARC interface.

Soon, Microsoft released a product called Windows that made a computer
running MS-DOS look a lot like a Macintosh. The first versions of Windows
were extremely clumsy, just a shell on top of MS-DOS. Gradually, Microsoft
improved Windows until it was essentially an operating system itself.

Other companies caught the GUI bug. Digital Research released a GUI called
GEM, the company selling VisiCalc produced VisiOn, and IBM tried out its
own GUI product called TopView. That name may have been too obvious an
admission that all these products were initially just a thin face painted on top
of an old operating system. Only Windows evolved into a legitimate competitor
to Apple’s designed-in GUI. There were two kinds of personal computers now:
Macintoshes and IBM-type computers running Microsoft Windows. And
functionally those two types weren’t all that different.

The near-universal embrace of the graphical user interface marked a change
in what it meant to be a personal computer. The consensus definition of a
personal computer now embraced the GUI. Documents on screen should look
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like their printed form, the organization of documents in files and folders
should be directly visually represented, there should be direct manipulation
of objects on the screen, commands should be organized in clickable menus.
Whether it was a Macintosh or a Windows machine, it was unambiguous what
a personal computer consisted of. There was clarity.

That clarity was soon to be completely exploded.

Next: the end of personal computers.

About the Author

Michael Swaine is the editor of PragPub.
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Antonio on Books
This Month’s New Tech Books

by Antonio Cangiano

Data Visualization: A Practical Introduction Plus 28
other new tech books.

Data Visualization is one of the most important and fun areas within the
discipline of Data Science. It’s also very easy to get wrong, ending up publishing
charts that confuse the reader rather than illustrating the data. This month’s
pick is Data Visualization: A Practical Introduction by Professor Kieran Healy,
a book that will help you avoid such pitfalls.

It’s a gentle introduction to the topic using R and ggplot2. As the title implies,
it’s also a very practical one filled with real world examples.

Data Visualization: A Practical Introduction [U1] • By Kieran Healy • ISBN:
0691181624 • Publisher: Princeton University Press • Publication date: December
18, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $32.00

Gaming the Iron Curtain: How Teenagers and Amateurs in Communist
Czechoslovakia Claimed the Medium of Computer Games [U2] • By Jaroslav Švelch
• ISBN: 0262038846 • Publisher: The MIT Press • Publication date: December
25, 2018 • Binding: Hardcover • Estimated price: $38.75

Linux Basics for Hackers: Getting Started with Networking, Scripting, and Security
in Kali [U3] • By OccupyTheWeb • ISBN: 1593278551 • Publisher: No Starch
Press • Publication date: December 4, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated
price: $20.65

Eloquent JavaScript, 3rd Edition: A Modern Introduction to Programming [U4] • By
Marijn Haverbeke • ISBN: 1593279507 • Publisher: No Starch Press •
Publication date: December 4, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated price:
$29.57

Java: The Complete Reference, Eleventh Edition (Complete Reference Series) [U5]

• By Herbert Schildt • ISBN: 1260440230 • Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education
• Publication date: December 12, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated price:
$36.06

Practical Binary Analysis: Build Your Own Linux Tools for Binary Instrumentation,
Analysis, and Disassembly [U6] • By Dennis Andriesse • ISBN: 1593279124 •
Publisher: No Starch Press • Publication date: December 11, 2018 • Binding:
Paperback • Estimated price: $36.63

SQL For Dummies (For Dummies [U7] • By Allen G. Taylor • ISBN: 1119527074
• Publisher: For Dummies • Publication date: December 11, 2018 • Binding:
Paperback • Estimated price: $19.94

Emotionally Intelligent Design: Rethinking How We Create Products [U8] • By
Pamela Pavliscak • ISBN: 1491953144 • Publisher: O'Reilly Media • Publication
date: December 1, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $23.50
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The Everything Kids' Scratch Coding Book: Learn to Code and Create Your Own
Cool Games! [U9] • By Jason Rukman • ISBN: 1507207972 • Publisher:
Everything • Publication date: December 4, 2018 • Binding: Paperback •
Estimated price: $12.71

Understanding Security Issues [U10] • By Scott E. Donaldson, Chris K. Williams,
Stanley G. Siegel • ISBN: 1501515233 • Publisher: De|G PRESS • Publication
date: December 17, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $20.20

Programming Skills for Data Science: Start Writing Code to Wrangle, Analyze, and
Visualize Data with R [U11] • By Michael Freeman, Joel Ross • ISBN: 0135133106
• Publisher: Addison-Wesley Professional • Publication date: December 8, 2018
• Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $36.00

Designing with Sound: Fundamentals for Products and Services [U12] • By Amber
Case, Aaron Day • ISBN: 1491961104 • Publisher: O'Reilly Media •
Publication date: December 6, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated price:
$15.33

Angular Development with Typescript [U13] • By Yakov Fain, Anton Moiseev •
ISBN: 1617295345 • Publisher: Manning Publications • Publication date:
December 17, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $28.48

Swift in Depth [U14] • By Tjeerd in 't Veen • ISBN: 1617295183 • Publisher:
Manning Publications • Publication date: December 17, 2018 • Binding:
Paperback • Estimated price: $40.47

Java in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference [U15] • By Ben Evans, David Flanagan
• ISBN: 1492037257 • Publisher: O'Reilly Media • Publication date: December
23, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $38.00

Practical Quantum Computing for Developers: Programming Quantum Rigs in the
Cloud using Python, Quantum Assembly Language and IBM QExperience [U16] •
By Vladimir Silva • ISBN: 1484242173 • Publisher: Apress • Publication date:
December 13, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $28.19

Robot Builder's Bonanza, 5th Edition [U17] • By Gordon McComb • ISBN:
1260135012 • Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education TAB • Publication date:
December 6, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $20.80

Continuous API Management: Making the Right Decisions in an Evolving Landscape
[U18] • By Mehdi Medjaoui, Erik Wilde, Ronnie Mitra, Mike Amundsen • ISBN:
1492043559 • Publisher: O'Reilly Media • Publication date: December 8, 2018
• Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $36.39

Machine Learning Applications Using Python: Cases Studies from Healthcare,
Retail, and Finance [U19] • By Puneet Mathur • ISBN: 1484237862 • Publisher:
Apress • Publication date: December 13, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated
price: $30.52

Swift Apprentice: Beginning programming with Swift 4.2 [U20] • By raywenderlich
Tutorial Team, Ehab Amer, Alexis Gallagher, Matt Galloway, Eli Ganim, Ben
Morrow, Cosmin Pupaza, Steven Van Impe • ISBN: 1942878605 • Publisher:
Razeware LLC • Publication date: December 18, 2018 • Binding: Paperback •
Estimated price: $54.99
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Data Visualization: Charts, Maps, and Interactive Graphics [U21] • By Robert Grant
• ISBN: 1138707600 • Publisher: Chapman and Hall/CRC • Publication date:
December 6, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $25.43

Great Big Agile: An OS for Agile Leaders [U22] • By Jeff Dalton • ISBN:
148424205X • Publisher: Apress • Publication date: December 8, 2018 •
Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $32.84

Modern X86 Assembly Language Programming: Covers x86 64-bit, AVX, AVX2,
and AVX-512 [U23] • By Daniel Kusswurm • ISBN: 1484240626 • Publisher:
Apress • Publication date: December 7, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated
price: $28.19

Beyond Spreadsheets with R: A beginner's guide to R and RStudio [U24] • By Jonathan
Carroll • ISBN: 1617294594 • Publisher: Manning Publications • Publication
date: December 17, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $40.29

The UX Book: Agile UX Design for a Quality User Experience [U25] • By Rex
Hartson, Pardha S. Pyla • ISBN: 0128053429 • Publisher: Morgan Kaufmann
• Publication date: December 14, 2018 • Binding: Paperback • Estimated price:
$95.95

iOS Apprentice: Beginning iOS development with Swift 4.2 [U26] • By raywenderlich
Tutorial Team, Matthijs Hollemans, Fahim Farook • ISBN: 194287863X •
Publisher: Razeware LLC • Publication date: December 18, 2018 • Binding:
Paperback • Estimated price: $54.99

Understanding Game Application Development: With Xamarin.Forms and
ASP.NET [U27] • By Vincent Maverick S. Durano • ISBN: 1484242637 •
Publisher: Apress • Publication date: December 13, 2018 • Binding: Paperback
• Estimated price: $24.56

Data Wrangling with JavaScript [U28] • By Ashley Davis • ISBN: 1617294845 •
Publisher: Manning Publications • Publication date: December 17, 2018 •
Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $38.95

Testing Vue.js Applications [U29] • By Edd Yerburgh • ISBN: 1617295248 •
Publisher: Manning Publications • Publication date: December 17, 2018 •
Binding: Paperback • Estimated price: $25.48

About the Author

A new edition of Antonio Cangiano’s excellent Technical Blogging [U30] is in the works. Watch
for it later this year. Meanwhile you can subscribe to his reports on new books in technology
and other fields here [U31].
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From The Pragmatic Bookshelf
Hot off the Presses

Systems Programming in the Twenty-First Century

The Pragmatic Bookshelf is the publishing imprint of The Pragmatic
Programmers, LLC. PragPub is associated with the company, which Andy Hunt
and Dave Thomas founded in the early part of this century with a simple goal:
“To improve the lives of developers. We create timely, practical books, audio
books, and videos on classic and cutting-edge topics to help you learn and
practice your craft.” Here’s what’s up with the Prags authors.

Let’s start with an excerpt from an upcoming Pragmatic Bookshelf book:

Systems Programming in the Twenty-First Century
Why learn systems programming in the twenty-first century? It’s a fair question.
When I learned C at the turn of the century, low-level languages like C and
C++ were already falling out of favor and being rapidly supplanted by high-level
languages such as Ruby and Java. In the intervening years that trend has only
accelerated, with functional programming languages such as Clojure, Elixir,
Elm, Haskell, and Scala becoming more prominent, and C receding even
further from day-to-day relevance.

And yet, C remains at the heart of modern computing: it’s in our operating
systems, our network stack, our language implementations, our virtual
machines, and our web browsers. When performance is critical and resources
are constrained, we still fall back on the techniques of low-level programming.
However, in this book, I’ll show you that you don’t have to choose between
the ergonomics of modern languages and the performance of systems
programming. With Scala Native, you get to have both.

So what is systems programming?

As a working definition, systems programming is the art of writing code while
remaining aware of the properties and limitations of the machine that will run
it. For all the complexity of modern software, computers are still surprisingly
simple devices at the machine-code level.

We can identify five fundamental data structures for working on bare metal:

• Primitive data types — integers, floating-point numbers, and raw bytes,
that can be directly represented in machine code

• Low-level byte strings — a way of representing textual data of variable
length directly in a computer’s memory

• Structs — a compound data type that arranges named fields in memory
in a fixed way

• Array layout — data of the same type that are arranged in a grid-like
fashion, one after another
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• Pointers — a numeric representation of the location in memory of some
other piece of data

These five concepts are profoundly interrelated. In this book, I’ll introduce
them gradually through a series of real-world examples. As you attain more
proficiency, the deep connections between these concepts will let you write
simple, powerful programs that vastly outperform what you can achieve with
regular JVM Scala.

Even if you rarely write low-level code, the knowledge and insight you attain
from learning systems programming pays dividends: essential everyday tasks,
like tuning and debugging systems, interpreting complex error messages, and
predicting the performance characteristics of complex systems, become much
easier and more accurate when you have a solid knowledge of the fundamental
principles by which computers operate.

That said, this is not an eat-your-vegetables guide to systems programming. I
am excited to write a systems programming book now, because of the new
possibilities created by recent developments in cloud computing and distributed
systems technology.

The enterprise IT world is prone to buzzwords, but the rapid adoption of Linux
container technology in recent years has been genuinely transformative. Having
access to a simple format for packaging and deploying applications, containers,
and Docker in particular, has radically altered the day-to-day workflow of
working developers.

Best of all, the broad adoption of container technology has also eliminated
one of the chief pain points of traditional systems programming: portability.
Getting a typical C codebase to compile for the first time on a new development
machine could often take days, and handling incompatibilities between
different UNIX variants such as Mac OS X, Linux, and Solaris littered code
with opaque macros and cryptic bugs.

In contrast, Docker containers provide a reliable, Linux-flavored execution
environment for any programming language that can run on any recent
Windows, Mac OS, or Linux development machine. By giving us access to
reproducible builds and uniform deployments, containers truly put the “modern”
in “modern systems programming.”

The other critical change that distinguishes new-style systems programming
from what you’d find in a C textbook is the overwhelming emphasis on network
programming in a modern cloud environment. Whereas classic systems
programming books focus on file input and output (I/O), many programs
written for cloud deployment will communicate over one of a few network
protocols, and might never write to a file at all. That’s why this book puts
practical network programming front and center. You’ll learn how TCP sockets
work and how to write an HTTP client and server from scratch. By the end
of the book, you’ll have designed and built a powerful, lightweight framework
for RESTful microservices.

But that’s enough hype from me. Before we dive into the foundations of systems
programming, let’s roll up our sleeves, write some code, and take a look at
Scala Native in action.
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Scala Native is an ahead-of-time machine code compiler for the Scala
programming language. It can take a Scala program, with traits, objects, garbage
collection, and other advanced features of Scala, and translate it down to the
same kind of executable machine code that a C compiler would output.

But that’s not all. On top of Scala’s support for object-oriented and functional
programming, Scala Native adds powerful capabilities for working much closer
to “bare metal.” In particular, it provides access to OS-level I/O and networking
APIs, system-level shared libraries, and C-style memory management. With
these techniques, we can often replace C code in performance-critical
applications. And Scala’s capacity for clean abstraction means that we can
make low-level programs more elegant and readable than ever before.

At its best, Scala Native can simultaneously exhibit both modern programming
techniques and a close affinity for the underlying hardware. This expressive
clarity also makes Scala Native a great way to learn systems programming for
the first time.

To start, let’s set up a Scala Native project. We’ll do so much as we would set
up a simple Scala project: by creating a new folder with three files. The first
file is a build.sbt file that describes our project:

InputAndOutput/hello/build.sbt
name := "hello"
enablePlugins(ScalaNativePlugin)
scalaVersion := "2.11.8"
scalacOptions ++= Seq("-feature")
nativeMode := "debug"
nativeGC := "immix"

The second is a hello.scala file that contains our code:

InputAndOutput/hello/hello.scala
object main { // inline explanatory note on object/main structure
def main(args:Array[String])

{ // inline explanatory on parameterized types
println("hello, world!") }
}

And the third is a project/plugins.sbt file that imports the actual Scala Native
plugin:

InputAndOutput/hello/project/plugins.sbt
addSbtPlugin("org.scala-native" % "sbt-scala-native" % "0.3.6")

Much like a regular Scala program, when you enter the command, sbt run, the
Scala build tool (sbt) builds the project for you. After it is fully compiled, you
should see the expected output of the program, like this:
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/project-build> sbt run
[warn] Executing in batch mode.
[warn] For better performance, hit [ENTER] to switch to interactive mode, or
[warn] consider launching sbt without any commands, or explicitly passing 'shell'
[info] Loading project definition from /root/project-build/project
[info] Set current project to sn-mem-hacks (build file:/root/project-build/)
[info] Compiling 1 Scala source to /root/project-build/target/scala-2.11/classes...
[info] 'compiler-interface' not yet compiled for Scala 2.11.8. Compiling...
[info] Compilation completed in 13.051 s
[info] Linking (2352 ms)
[info] Discovered 1267 classes and 9344 methods
[info] Optimizing (5002 ms)
[info] Generating intermediate code (1015 ms)
[info] Produced 39 files
[info] Compiling to native code (2272 ms)
[info] Linking native code (153 ms)
hello, world
[success] Total time: 28 s, completed Mar 13, 2018 5:11:03 PM

This is exactly what we would expect from a regular Scala program: the code
we used is identical to a “Hello, world” in standard Scala, and the build
configuration has only added a single plugin to support Scala Native. This is
good news. Scala Native is 100% Scala — it is not a variant or a new version.
It is simply a plugin that gives the language some additional capabilities.

So far, you’ve seen that Scala Native can be easy to use. In many cases, it works
as a drop-in replacement for mainstream JVM Scala. But what can it do for us
that JVM Scala can’t?

Smaller Footprint

To see some of Scala Native’s more exceptional functionality, run sbt
nativeLink. You should see output like this:

/project-build> sbt nativeLink
[info] Loading project definition from /Users/rwhaling/Documents/dev/sn-word-...
[info] Set current project to sn-word-sorter (in build file:/Users/rwhaling/D...
[info] Compiling 1 Scala source to /Users/rwhaling/Documents/dev/sn-word-sort...
[info] Discovered 1279 classes and 9445 methods
[info] Optimizing (4418 ms)
[info] Generating intermediate code (961 ms)
[info] Produced 37 files
[info] Compiling to native code (2072 ms)
[info] Linking native code (308 ms)
[success] Total time: 17 s, completed Jan 21, 2018 4:25:58 PM

If you look in your build directory at target/scala-2.11, you’ll see a 4.2MB
executable file called hello-minimal-out. This file is a native binary — it
consists of immediately executable CPU instructions plus headers, symbol
tables, and other metadata to allow your operating system to load it and run
it.

You should also see a 4.2MB file at target/scala-2.11/hello-minimal-out. That’s
our program! You can run it on its own just by typing
./target/scala-2.11/hello-minimal- out. You can copy it, move it around, and
in many cases copy it to another computer intact. This file contains executable
machine code: binary CPU instructions that your OS can load into memory
and run without a virtual machine or interpreter.
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In contrast, if you were to package up a standard JVM Scala “Hello, world”
p r o j e c t ,  t h e  o u t p u t  i s  a  5 . 5 M B  f i l e  c a l l e d
hello-minimal-assembly-0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar. Unlike our native binary, a .jar
file cannot be directly executed — instead, it must be executed by a Java
Virtual Machine (JVM). Combined, the size of a JVM and an application JAR
is often close to 100MB for a small app, and can rapidly increase for larger
projects with complex dependencies.

Faster Startup

There’s another, even more important difference. If we time the executions
of both version of our program, we’ll see this:

~/hello-minimal/> time java -jar ./target/scala-2.11/hello-minimal-assembly.jar
hello, world!

real 0m0.350s
user 0m0.368s
sys 0m0.038s
~/hello-minimal/> time ./target/scala-2.11/hello-minimal-out hello, world!
real 0m0.024s
user 0m0.021s
sys 0m0.003s

This is already an exciting result! Scala Native runs our “Hello, world” program
in about 20 milliseconds, while our JVM program takes almost 20 times longer,
close to half of a second, to print a string out to the console. Here we’re seeing
the impact of the JVM — a Java Virtual Machine is itself a large, complex
program that takes time to set up and shut down, and we have to go through
that process every time our tiny Scala program runs. In contrast, our native
binary is a file containing machine code. Our OS can just load it into memory,
point the CPU at the main method, and let it run.

Before we go any further, though, it’s worth taking a step back and asking,
“When does performance matter?”

For a command-line tool that a developer runs a few times an hour, a difference
in startup time is a nice quality-of-life improvement. But when you’re dealing
with big data, high-throughput networking, or heavy-duty I/O, efficiency is
critical; improving performance or reducing resource usage can save serious
amounts of money and make it possible to tackle new, harder problem domains.
That level of performance isn’t always necessary; there are plenty of problems
that are easily solved by higher-level programming languages. But throughout
this book, we’re going to keep our focus on areas where this kind of performance
can make a difference. As a result, we’re going to rapidly move from “Hello,
World” to seriously big data.

Let’s dive in by exploring the foundations of systems programming, starting
with input and output.

Systems Programming in the Twenty-First Century by Richard Whaling will be
available as a beta book at The Pragmatic Bookshelf [U32] shortly.

And here’s what other Pragmatic Bookshelf authors are up to:
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2019-01-01 Learn to build a daily writing habit so you can write articles, blog posts, whatever
you need to enhance your business and reputation
Johanna Rothman (author of Behind Closed Doors [U33] , Manage It! [U34] ,
Hiring Geeks That Fit [U35] , Manage Your Job Search [U36] ,
Predicting the Unpredictable [U37] , Manage Your Project Portfolio, Second Edition [U38]

,  A g i l e  a n d  L e a n  P r o g r a m  M a n a g e m e n t  [ U 3 9 ]  ,  a n d
Create Your Successful Agile Project [U40] )
Non-Fiction Writing Workshop to Enhance Your Business (online workshop)  [U41]

2019-01-02 Take your writing to the next level. Learn how to have several projects in progress,
finish them and publish them.
Johanna Rothman
Secrets of Successful Non-Fiction Writers (Workshop 2)  [U42]

2019-01-08 12 skills every rookie programmer should have, but often don't
Andy Lester (author of Land the Tech Job You Love [U43] )
Codemash 2019, Sandusky, Ohio [U44]

2019-02-04 Diffuse your way out of a paper bag: I explain Monte Carlo models by
demonstrating Brownian motion, showing various approaches to diffusing one's
way out of a paper bag. I will show animations in C++ using SFML, using
std::random a fair bit.
Frances Buontempo
C++ On Sea, Folkestone, Kent, UK from 4th-6th February 2019.  [U45]

2019-02-21 Code Your way out of a paper bag: A quick introduction to genetic algorithms
Frances Buontempo
nor(DEV):con 2019, Norfolk, UK [U46]

2019-04-24 Is your project or organization's approach to agile stuck? If so, join us for a
simulation-based approach to learning what might work for you.
Johanna Rothman
Influential Agile Leader, Boston [U47]

2019-05-11 This very special Scrum Patterns course will deepen your Scrum knowledge, and
give you new insight on how to introduce Scrum piecemeal into an organization's
deepest foundations. And it will be a chance to meet the authors of the
forthcoming book.
James O. Coplien
Scrum Patterns Course [U48]

But to really be in the know about all things Pragmatic, you need to subscribe
to the newsletter. It’ll keep you in the loop, it’s a fun read, and it’s free. All
you need to do is create an account on pragprog.com [U49] (email address and
password is all it takes) and select the checkbox to receive the weekly
newsletter.
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Solution to Puzzle
Happy New Year — Solved

Give up? Here’s the solution.

Stop!

Spoiler alert!

Do not read on unless you have given up on the puzzle that appears earlier in
this issue.

We are about to reveal the solution!

You’re still reading.

OK then, here’s the solution to this month’s puzzle:

RNLDWUEFO

EDWFONLRU

UFOLERWND

FLDRNWOUE

WRUEDOFLN

NOEUFLDWR

OERWUFNDL

LWNORDUEF

DUFNLEROW

We said that when you solve the sudoku, you can rearrange the nine distinct
letters in it to spell the kind of 2019 we wish for you. That would be:
WONDERFUL.
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The BoB Page
Get the 2018 Back Issue Bundle

Just released: the 2018 Back Issue bundle!

At The Prose Garden, we plant, water, fertilize, prune, and arrange your prose
(and ours) into what we hope are beautiful bouquets of insight and knowledge.
If you have a budding interest in sharing some technical insight of your own,
please contact us at mike@swaine.com [U1] or nancy@swaine.com [U2]. We are
always on the lookout for game-changing, enlightening, pragmatic articles and
our audience is, too. In addition to publishing our monthly magazine, we also
edit and narrate books, blogs, and articles.

Functional Programming: A PragPub Anthology
If you like PragPub, I bet you’ll like Functional Programming: A PragPub
Anthology [U3]. We scrutinized all the articles on functional programming from
the past eight years of PragPub and put together a book that looks at functional
programming from the perspective of five languages: Clojure, Elixir, Haskell,
Scala, and Swift. You’ll explore functional thinking and functional style and
idioms across languages. Led by expert guides, you’ll discover the distinct
strengths and approaches of each language and learn which best suits your
needs.

“This book is an amazing buffet of programming delicacies, all arranged around
the vital and compelling theme of functional programming. These authors are
great teachers. With so many expert voices presenting different aspects of the
topic, this book is like Beautiful Code for the functional-curious.” — Ian Dees

Order it from The Pragmatic Bookshelf [U4].

PragPub Back Issue Bundles
The 2018 Back Issue bundle is now available. All twelve issues from 2018, in
pdf, epub, and mobi formats, just twelve dollars.

Get all 12 issues of a year of PragPub in all three formats — pdf, epub, and
mobi — plus a downloadable index to the articles, in the Back Issue bundles.
Twelve bucks for a full year of PragPub (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, or
2018). And of course you can purchase individual back issues and you can
subscribe to be sure of getting future issues. All at The Prose Garden [U5].

For Kids
Mike recently co-authored a short biography of Steve Wozniak for kids. You
can buy one for the kid in your life here [U6]. Meanwhile, Nancy (under the
pseudonym Summer Jo Swaine) has been recording audiobooks for kids. You
can sample her work here [U7].
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Shady Illuminations
CEObots

by John Shade

John’s predictions for 2019.

Like you, I get all my technology insights from LinkedIn. Here are some
predictions for 2019 that I got from LinkedIn and from my own imagination.

2019 will be the Year of Artificial Intelligence, LinkedIn says. I see new
opportunities opening for AI now that it’s a noun. I made an AI. We need to
hire an AI. An AI ate your baby.

In 2019 we will block the ads, spurn the surveys, and spit out the cookies in a
big way, and will repeatedly threaten to quit social networks that we will never
actually quit.

All the bad stuff you did will become public, so ask your legal department now
for the template for faking sincerity in your inevitable apology press
release/conference.

The US will be fighting major cyberwars on multiple fronts. Mostly, we’ll be
the target, and mostly, we’ll be losing.

More employees will work from home in 2019, especially those herded into
an open plan office in 2018.

We’ll all have access to all of our medical data in 2019, and this will multiply
our options for diagnosing ourselves with the many interesting diseases we will
find online.

Independent bookstores are bouncing back, and 2019 promises to be a savor
it while it lasts year.

Generation Z will make up a fifth of the workforce, will force employers to
embrace diversity and social values, and will value financial stability over
personal fulfillment at work, none of which sounds likely to me.

You’ll eat bugs. On purpose. I don’t know why.

Since AI is now a noun, we will start hiring AIs for easily replaceable positions.
Imagine sending your CEObot to talk to Congressional oversight committees.
Toward the end of 2019, an AI will announce the formation of its Presidential
exploratory committee.

About the Author

John Shade was born on a cloudy day in 1962. Subsequent internment in a series of obscure
institutions of ostensibly higher learning did nothing to brighten his outlook. He has never had
a LinkedIn account.
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